A computer is an electronic device which is used for processing raw data to get meaningful information with the help of program.
The use of internet via computer and mobiles has made possible to send and receive large amount of data that may be text, video, photos etc. at a single click within a fraction of second from one place to other. Today internet facility has made world a small village. The computers are used to study subatomic particles in small to large scale structures like Galaxies in scientific world.
The computer word is common among literate as well as illiterate people. It is common in every stream of life. It is used in banks, hospitals, schools, press, departmental stores, industries, homes as PC and even to play games and watch TV channels, etc. These computers have enhanced human life to a great extant.
The computers which we are using nowadays are all electronic The optical computers are immune to electromagnetic interference, free from electric short circuits, low loss transmission and capable of transferring several channels parallelly without any crosstalk. As photons travel very fast than electric current, the time required for computation in photonic computer is highly reduced.
Calculations show that the computation that requires 11years in electronic computers would require less than one hour in photonic computer.
Thus, the development of more powerful processing systems by applying some of the advantages of visible and/or IR networks at the device and components a photonic computer might someday be developed that can perform operations significantly faster than a conventional electronic computer. The photonic computers that use the photonic components for storing, retrieving and processing data are aimed as next generation of computer.
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